DOCUMENTING SOURCES
When writing a research paper, you will gather information from other sources. You will need to document these sources in the text of your paper and organize a list of references at the end of your paper.

CITING REFERENCES IN THE BODY
Within the text, references should be cited in numerical order according to their order of appearance. The numbered reference citation should be enclosed in brackets.

Examples
Single citation
Unfortunately, the peel test has some obvious drawbacks, as discussed by Kim and Kim [1].

Two citations
In the case of two citations, the numbers should be separated by a comma [1,2].

Three or more citations
In the case of more than two reference citations, the numbers should be separated by a dash [5-7].

CREATING THE REFERENCE LIST
References to original sources for cited material should be listed together at the end of the paper; footnotes should not be used for this purpose. References should be arranged in numerical order according to their order of appearance within the text. Each entry should be single-spaced and does not require hanging indent. Unpublished materials should not be included in the References.
INFORMATION FOR THE REFERENCE LIST

Include all of the information that will allow someone else to find the same resource. If no date is available, use n.d. ("no date").

**Book with one Author**

[Citation number] Author, A. A., Year, Title of Book, Edition, Publisher, Place of Publication.


**Book with an Editor**

[Citation Number] Author, A.A., ed., Year, Title of Book, Edition, Publisher, Place of Publication.


**Chapter of a Book**

[Citation Number] Author, A.A., Year, Title of Book, Publisher, Place of Publication, pp. Pages, Chap. Number.


**Conference Proceedings and Symposia**

Individual conference papers, papers in compiled conference proceedings, or any other collection of works by numerous authors.

[Citation number] Author 1, Author 2, and Author 3, Year, "Title of Paper," Title of Conference Proceedings, Publisher, Place of Publication, pp. Pages.


**Government Reports**


**Journal Article**

Do not include the abbreviation "Vol." or "No." in the citation, only the number.


**Patents**

[Citation Number] Author, A. A., Year, "Title of patent," Country Patent Office/Number.


**Standards**

[Citation Number] Year, Standard Issuing Body/Standard Number: "Title of Standard.


**Technical or Research Reports**

[Citation Number] Author, A. A., Year, "Title of Report," Report Number, Publisher, Place of Publication.


**Theses and Dissertations**

[Citation Number] Author, A. A., Year, "Title of thesis/dissertation," Name of Degree, Institution Name, Place of Institution, URL if electronic.


**Webpage**

[Citation Number] Author, A. A., Year, "Title of work," URL.


**Personal Communications**

[Citation Number] Author, A.A., Year, Position, Affiliation, private communication.